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is a lot of information about the effects, such models become very comprehensive and thereby difficult 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Globalization continues to leads to a wider range of external variety to fulfil individual customer 

needs. To prevent an equal growth in internal variety, the product structure of product families has to 

be taken into account. The reduction of internal variety can be done using modularization methods. 

The objective of these methods is the creation of modular product structures (Krause et al., 2014). 

When modularizing a product or product family it is important to know the consequences of changing 

the product architecture. In particular, economic targets are important in company decision making on 

whether to modularize. In the literature there are a lot of independent publications that deal with the 

impacts of modularization and highlight specific effects (Boer, 2014; Fixson, 2006; etc). 

The various considerations were combined into a comprehensive Impact Model of Modular Product 

Structures (Impact Model) by the Institute of Product Development and Mechanical Engineering 

Design (PKT), based on the literature. The Impact Model provides a holistic overview of the 

relationships between the properties of modular product structures, their effects on the life phases, the 

product development process and the associated economic effects.  Boundary conditions for certain 

effects have also been researched (Hackl and Krause, 2017). 

The developed model collates a lot of knowledge and delivers an enormous amount of data. Due to 

this growing amount of data it becomes difficult to use the information generated. Representation of 

the impact model used to date is therefore no longer practicable. 

The aim of this paper is to collect and structure the data so that it can still be handled and the impact 

model becomes resilient to change, as it is the subject of ongoing research. 

This paper shows a possible way to achieve these goals. The approach presented in this paper is the 

integration of the Impact Model in Cameo Systems Modeler with an adaption of the modelling 

language SysML. This modelling allows the consistency of the data on different levels. A major 

advantage is that boundary conditions can be assigned directly to effects and the model can therefore 

automatically be adapted to different use cases. 

Section 2 presents the current state of the Impact Model, including related data. The basics of MBSE 

are briefly presented. The challenges of the impact model are analyzed in Section 3. Section 4 shows 

the preliminary work in creating a model in Cameo Systems Modeler using an adaption of SysML. 

The focus is on creating a data model and the derivation of implementation definitions. Section 5 

shows an excerpt of the implemented Impact Model in SysML. Special attention is paid to the 

connection of boundary conditions and consistency. Discussion and outlook conclude the paper. 

2 THE IMPACT MODEL AND BASICS OF MBSE 

The current state of research on the Impact Model is represented. The basics of MBSE, which are 

relevant, are briefly presented. 

2.1 Structure of the Impact Model and related data 

The starting point for modelling in SysML is the Impact Model developed by the Institute of Product 

Development and Mechanical Engineering Design (PKT) to create a generic model for mapping the 

characteristics and effects of modular product structures and provide a system view of potential 

influences and their resulting links. The model shows how changes in the properties and 

characteristics of modular product structures affect economic factors (Hackl and Krause, 2016). 

In a follow-up project, modularization methods will be adapted to the Impact Model to provide a 

consistent way to evaluate modularization methods. The Impact Model is divided into three main 

areas: properties and characteristics, life phases effects, and economic target values. 

An excerpt from the Impact Model (intermediate result) is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Shape describing excerpt of the Impact Model (intermediate result) (Hackl and 
Krause, 2017) 

The left of the picture shows the characteristics and properties of modular product structures. 

Characteristics can be directly influenced by the product developer but can lead to properties that 

cannot be directly influenced (Weber, 2007; Salvador, 2007). An example of a modularization 

property is communal use, which is the most named effect driver (Hackl and Krause, 2016). A module 

is communal when it has multiple uses, such as in a product or a whole product family (Salvador, 

2007). Interface standardization is a characteristic of modular product structures, cannot be influenced, 

and is required by the communal use. 

Modularization characteristics and properties lead to the various effects listed in the literature, which 

are shown in the middle of the picture. The effects are assigned to the life phases, which are arranged 

chronologically (Figure 1, top, horizontally). Every effect has a small arrow that shows whether it 

increases or decreases (up/down), and whether it is advantageous (green), neutral (yellow) or 

disadvantageous (red). The effects are connected to each other and build up effect chains (Hackl and 

Krause, 2017). 

Figure 1 is an example of an effect chain. It shows the causal relationship that the communal use of 

modules has a positive effect on component variety since more standard parts are available in the 

product family. The components therefore have higher lot sizes but fewer set-up changes in the 

production phase. This effect also has a connection to another effect (Variety of 

manufacturing/assembly processes), which is directly influenced by interface standardization. The 

decrease in set-up changes results in fewer delays, which means shorter lead times, which in this case 

is an economic target value.  

The Impact Model can be used to evaluate product concepts in the course of product development. If 

modularization of a product family has two concepts, they can be analyzed for their characteristics and 

properties. Depending on which characteristic is more strongly pronounced, effects occur more or less 

intensively. The strength and type of effect expression also depends on boundary conditions. This 

creates a dependency between effects and boundary conditions. Boundary conditions in this case are 

the company production type, which produces the product (family) mentioned above. 

2.2 MBSE with modeling in SysML 

Originally, systems engineering was used to develop systems consistent in their behavior and 

architecture according to interdisciplinary systems requirements. 

Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) contains, besides processes and methods, modeling with 

methods of systems, which include system requirements, design, analysis, verification and validation. 

Part of MBSE is modeling systems with all their connected information. By connecting different data 

in a system MBSE allows easier document management, based on a common database. Network 

models are created in the process (Walden et al., 2015; Holt et al., 2012; Friedenthal et al., 2009). 

Various modeling languages and tools can be used to create models. One way to build models is with 

the software Cameo Systems Modeler (no magic) and the modeling language SysML. The modeling 

language SysML is based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Weilkins, 2007; Holt et al., 

2012). 

SysML uses different kinds of diagrams to show connections between system elements. In diagrams, 

elements are related to each other via different connection types. There are 9 diagrams in total, which 

are subdivided into behavior diagrams and structure diagrams. The requirements diagram stands alone 

and describes the connection between requirements, sub requirements and stakeholders.  
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An example of a behavior diagram is the activity diagram in which flowcharts or functional structures 

can be displayed. The block definition diagram (BDD) is an example of a structure diagram. It is used 

to show the structure of system elements and their connection to each other. The system elements in 

this case are blocks. A connection between blocks can be the generalization or directional composition 

(Object Management Group, 2017; Holt et al., 2012). 

Blocks can also be related via an allocation or a dependency, which can be described more accurately 

using (self-defined) stereotypes. Stereotypes can be seen as categories assigned to elements. 

Adjustments to the SysML notation in Cameo Systems Modeler are possible. In addition to the use of 

stereotypes, the display of system elements, such as blocks, can also be changed and icons can be 

stored. 

3 CHALLENGES RELATED TO THE IMPACT MODEL 

The Impact Model generates an overall view. Since the Impact Model contains 81 effects from 39 

literature sources it has an enormous presentation size. Ongoing research has shown that there are a lot 

of effects that have boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are not yet included directly in the 

model. Information additional to single interrelations might be useful to understand and work with this 

model. An example is information about the connection between unit costs and lot size, which is 

information additional to the economic effect ‘Procurement costs’ (Figure2). 

 

Figure 2: Excerpt of the Impact Model with a focus on an effect chain (Hackl and Krause, 
2017) 

This specific additional information indicates that the strength of the effect can differ depending on 

whether a company is using individual production (C1) or series production (C2). The graph shows the 

relation that the higher the change in lot size (due to communal use of components), the more likely 

that unit costs will decrease by possible discounts. Since C2 in this case can create a bigger change in 

the number of lot size, the effect will probably have a higher influence for C2 than for C1 (Hackl and 

Krause, 2017). 

Up until now the Impact Model has been presented in Microsoft PowerPoint and was static and one 

dimensional. Additional information such as that shown in Figure 2 is not directly included in the 

Impact Model for the sake of clarity. Because the Impact Model is very big and the subject of ongoing 

research, there is more and more model data, for example, product structures and modularization 

methods, which complicates applicability of the model. 

One-dimensional representation in Microsoft PowerPoint is no longer true to time. To make the 

Impact Model, with all of its additional information, more powerful, presentation with more 

dimensions is required. 

One way to achieve this type of presentation is to generate a model that has several levels and 

perspectives with an adaptation of SysML in a tool like the Cameo Systems Modeler. This procedure 

is presented and discussed in this paper. Other possibilities, not discussed here, could be using the 

modeling language UML or creating models in MATLAB. 
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4 PROCEDURE FOR CREATING A MODEL WITH SYSML 

This section examines the elements needed to generate a SysML Model. A data model of the Impact 

Model is presented that shows which elements are connected to each other. Implementation in SysML 

(with adaptations) is then guided by this. 

4.1 Data model of the Impact Model 

In order to generate a data model of the Impact Model in SysML, the Impact Model has to be analyzed 

first. Since SysML was invented neither for product development nor for analyzing the impacts of 

product structures, given definitions must be adapted. It is important to know what type of connections 

there are between the model elements, and the properties and requirements of the model elements have 

to be analyzed to generate a data model on which a SysML model can be built. The data model, which 

can be understood as an expandable meta model, is the result of the analysis and forms the basis for 

modeling in SysML (Figure 3). 

                       

Figure 3: Data model of the Impact Model 

The data model describes the relations between the system elements in a more abstractive way. The 

elements are connected to each other via lines. All system elements which are connected in this model 

have to be connectable in the following modeling in SysML. The data model in Figure 3 shows that an 

economic effect (such as procurement costs) has to be connectable to secondary effects, and economic 

targets. Connection to boundary conditions, which could also be described via mathematical formulas, 

has to be possible in the SysML model. The blue lines are assigned to the properties and 

characteristics by their coloring. 

4.2 Implementation definitions for the system elements (with adaptations of SysML) 

Based on the data model, the implementation definitions in the modeling language SysML (with 

adaptations) are presented in this subsection. 

Because a lot of different kinds of elements have to be connected in the Impact Model (grey area in 

Figure 3), the block definition diagram is used for the Impact Model. The different elements are 

implemented as blocks since blocks are the system elements which are the most flexible in interacting 

with other system elements and depositing of additional attributes. 

The boundary conditions are an exception. The boundary conditions are treated as requirements in the 

SysML context. The element requirement in SysML includes a text field to describe the requirement 

itself. Further additional information, which cannot be included as text in the requirements, can be 

easily connected to the requirements using hyperlinks to PDF documents. The modeling language 

SysML contains the requirements diagram to organize requirements; it is possible to refine 

requirements via constraints, which can be mathematical formula and therefore works perfectly for 

this application area. 

The type of connection between the boundary connection and the effects varies. An example was 

given in Section 3: a boundary condition of an effect can be additional information. In this case, a 

requirement is connected to an effect by the link type dependency, which is modified with a stereotype 

in SysML. 

Other boundary conditions can directly influence the expression of the effect, for example, the 

influence of the production kind of a certain company. In SysML, a requirement with a connected 

constraint is used. Predefined ‘if’ statements or functions constructed in MATLAB can be stored in a 

constraint. 
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5 THE STRUCTURE OF THE IMPACT MODEL IN SYSML 

A section of the Impact Model is shown in a block definition diagram. A deeper look is taken into the 

connection of the boundary conditions, which can then also be operated via a user interface. 

Consistency within the developed model is described in the last section. 

5.1 Block definition diagram of the Impact Model 

The SysML model in Cameo Systems Modeler has a BDD that shows the Impact Model. An excerpt 

of the implemented Impact Model is shown in Figure 4. 

The depicted structure matches the structure shown in Figure 1 and 2 and therefore provides the same 

information as the static presentation of the Impact Model. Properties and characteristics of modular 

product structures lead to effects in life phases, which lead to economic effects. Every element in the 

Impact Model is defined here by the system element block. By double click it is possible to get further 

information about the specific element, such as the type of boundary condition and which way it is 

linked, or which other effect also has an influence on the effect but is not shown in the Impact Model. 

Since the Impact Model is based on the literature, these sources are linked to individual effects and the 

connections between them. 

The type of link between the characteristics and properties of modular product structures (blue and 

purple) and the effects is dependency. Characteristics and properties were modified by defining 

stereotypes. This assigns categories to the dependencies. The example shown in this case is the 

dependency with the stereotype ‘communal use’ (blue, narrow arrowhead). 

In the Cameo Systems Modeler coloring is possible but the color of an element is not traceable since 

colors don’t exist in SysML. 

 

Figure 4: BDD of the Impact Model (Excerpt) 

The effects are represented similarly to those in Figure 1 and 2. The colored arrow is implemented as 

an icon. The icon was placed as a PNG image connected to the effect and therefore stored in the model 

with the system element. 
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5.2 Connection of the boundary conditions 

Connection of the boundary conditions to the effects, to be able to use this information in user interfaces, 

plays an important role in the application of the Impact Model to specific company scenarios. One example 

of connecting boundary conditions to effects is shown in this subsection. The impact of the effect 

‘procurement costs’ depends on the production type. How this boundary condition is connected is shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Connection of boundary conditions to effects 

On the left is the effect ‘procurement costs’. As mentioned, the SysML element for boundary conditions is 

the requirement. The requirement is connected to the effect with the linking type dependency. The SysML 

element contains an ID number and a text field. Categorization of the boundary conditions is possible by 

number. The boundary condition can be explained in the text field, in this case: ‘Greater impact on series 

production / smaller impact on individual production’. In addition, this overarching correlation can be 

mapped in an if-statement constructed in MATLAB. The input variables are boolean values. Either series 

production or individual production can be chosen as true. Depending on the choice made, the output that is 

represented as a string value can be either ‘greater impact’ or ‘smaller impact’. This function is stored in a 

constraint that is connected to the requirement by the connection type refine. 

This connection is not necessarily a one-to-one assignment. A boundary condition can be connected to 

more than one effect. An effect does not have to be connected to just one boundary condition. If that is 

the case, balancing has to take place since it might be possible that different boundary conditions 

influence an effect in different ways. 

The defined constraints and their inputs can now be controlled by user interfaces connected to simulations 

in Cameo Systems Modeler (Figure 6). 

                    

...

...  

Figure 6: Interface for interaction regarding boundary conditions 

The inputs for the simulations are arranged on the top of the user interface. By clicking on the fields, the 

checkboxes can be checked. A check marks the boundary condition as true and thus applicable. The string 

value in the output box depends on the input checkbox. 
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Simulations with user interfaces can be built on previously created SysML models. With simulations a 

model becomes more powerful. An additional tool is generating generally understandable knowledge, 

which results from the defined contexts. This can used together with the BDD that contains the Impact 

Model. The constraint property is deposited. Additionally, the given graph, which shows the 

qualitative connection between lot size and unit costs, can be deposited as additional information. 

5.3 Consistency in the context of the Impact Model 

The connections included in the BDD in Figure 4 are consistent throughout the entire model in Cameo 

Systems Modeler and is therefore traceable. It is possible to build up some dependency matrices that 

include the same information as the Impact Model. This might be useful, because the Impact Model is 

enormous and the connections are confusing. The dependency matrices are also very useful since the 

Impact Model is still a work in progress and if a new effect is required, for example, it can be easily 

included in the matrix by setting all the dependencies to other effects of properties and characteristics. 

The new effect with its connections is than automatically shown in the BDD of the Impact Model. 

Generatable consistency is a major advantage of the MBSE compared to the one-dimensional 

Microsoft PowerPoint based presentation of the Impact Model. During the creation of a SysML model 

different types of consistency have to be mentioned to be able to automatically generate an overall 

consistent model. Hanna and Schwede used the definitions of consistency types, based on Bursac and 

Scherer, to describe consistency within the framework of product development with MBSE (Hanna et 

al., 2018; Bursac, 2016; Scherer, 2016). The different types are: consistency between models, 

consistency of time and consistency of vertical layers. All types are considered in the developed 

SysML model (Figure 7). 

                                    

Figure 7: Visualization of the Consistency in the SysML model 

Consistency between models works similarly to Hanna and Schwede's interpretation: Every element 

only exists once in the SysML model. Different diagrams are built upon them. If there is a change in a 

system element due to a change in presentation of the system element, the root element changes too. 

An example is shown in Figure 7. An effect (blue) represents a root element, which is used in the 

BDD of the Impact Model, the requirements diagram and in a dependency matrix. If the effect 

changes, all the visualizations in the various diagrams and matrix will change too. 

In the Impact Model effects play a central role. Effects are the main elements in the presentation of the 

Impact Model (Figure 1). They are also part of the dependency matrix. Requirements are also 

connected to the effects. but occurs separately in requirements diagrams. In these diagrams, the same 

system element is used as in the representation of the Impact Model in the BDD. 

The consistency of time is included in the model in two ways. Versioning of the Impact Model is 

included. Different work statuses are retrievable. This is important since research on the Impact Model 
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is ongoing. The model can be used in different boundary condition situation. Cameo System Modeler 

stores the result of simulations automatically. If the model is used in a specific product use case of one 

specific company, the simulation results are storable and export of the data out of Cameo Systems 

Modeler to Microsoft Excel is possible. 

Consistency of vertical layers is achieved using the BDD of the Impact Model as the main partial 

model. The diagrams that were used to define connections between the effects and boundary 

conditions or dependency matrices are hierarchically integrated below. 

6 DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 

This paper describes the transition of a one-dimensional Impact Model, represented in Microsoft 

PowerPoint, to a multidimensional Impact Model modeled with adapted SysML in the Cameo Systems 

Modeler. A SysML model delivers a lot of advantages: A lot of different data types can be connected 

to each other in a consistent way. If one element is changed, the change is reflected throughout the 

model. Since the Impact Model is the subject of ongoing research presentation of it with traceable 

connections is absolutely necessary to maintain an overview of these complex interrelationships. By 

creating a SysML model, a possibility has been developed to link new data uniformly to the Impact 

Model without neglecting existing information. 

The Impact Model is based on a consistent data model with predefined interfaces to be able to link 

more data in ongoing research. Additional information can be linked to the model elements. It is 

possible to generate different views of the Impact Model with a different focus and validation of the 

Impact Model. 

The SysML model combines the Impact Model as a reference guide for possible effects of modular 

product structures and specific impact models, derived for specific application scenarios with their 

unique set of boundary conditions. 

With simulations and user interfaces, the model is even more useful since it turns into a tool that can 

be adapted to different situations. It is a way to use the huge amount of collected data and its 

connections in an understandable way. Easy-to-use user interfaces also reduce the inhibition threshold 

when dealing with SysML models. 

In terms of visualization, Cameo Systems Modeler has the advantage over open source competition 

programs as images and colored elements can be integrated. The final one-dimensional Impact Model 

is transferred to a BDD so that it looks identical in the first view. The initial outlay is quite big, but 

later changes, such as integrating a new effect of boundary condition, can be made easily. 

The set of possible boundary conditions is not yet complete and interrelationships and influences have 

so far only been of a qualitative nature. Ongoing research deals with deriving an extensive set. When 

connections between boundary conditions and effects get more mathematical, the Cameo Systems 

Modeler given interface to MATLAB and SIMULINK can be used. 

The next steps are the connection of product structures as individual elements (product variants, 

modules, components) and the connection of method steps of modularization methods, which are 

responsible for module formation. The long-term goal is the targeted control of individual effects with 

the aid of method steps and thereby with the aid of selected modularization methods. 

Key figures and characteristic curves will be connected in different contexts. Key figures of the 

properties and characteristics of modular product structures can be used to determine the degree of 

modularity and a lot of effects can be described by characteristic curves, which also can be included 

by mathematical functions. When the overall model is developed and integrated in SysML, individual 

impact models for application examples can be derived. 

In current research different product development methods are already modeled (partly) with SysML 

(Bursac, 2016; Hanna and Krause, 2017; Hanna et al., 2018; etc.). Here a connection of the Impact 

Model is conceivable. 

The Impact Model, which shows the accumulated knowledge from decades of application of 

modularization methods, becomes an interdisciplinary usable tool with the help of modeling in MBSE. 

The Impact Model thus represents a powerful tool for method applicators who want to demonstrate 

and control the effects of the method application. 
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